While concept-based methods for information retrievul can provide improved performance over more conventional techniques, they require large amounts of effort to acquire the concepts and their qualitative and quantitative relationships. This paper discusses an aschitecture for probabilistic concept-based information retrieval which addzesses the knowledge acquisition problem. The architecture makes use of the probabilistic networks technology for representing and reasoning about concepts and ineludes a knowledge acquisition component which partia]]y automates the construction of concept know1edge bases from data.
I Introduction
In this paper we describe some preliminary research on the use of probabilistic networks for information retrieval. In particular, we introduce an architecture • This work was funded by ADS' Internal Research sad Development Prrogran~ for probabilistic, concept-based information retrieval (henceforth PCIR) that can be used to automatically generate relationships between concepts, and then reason about them given the evidence provided by individual documents. This is in contrast to our previons research on concept-based methods [12, 16, 17] , in which we were primarily interested in issues related to ~easonin8 about concepts and not so much concerned with issues related to the construction of the relationships. Our lons-term goal, however, ¢ontinues to be the development of techniques that can form the basis for an effective system to assist users in sortin 8 throu8h lurge volumes of time sensitive material. We have in mind such applications as the day-to-day momtorin 8 of newswires for specific topics of interest.
The architecture of a generic concept-based system is shown in Figure 1 . A knowledge base contains a set of concepts together with their qualitative (i.e., structural) and quantitative relationships with other concepts. Queries specify a user's information need in terms of these concepts. When a new document is presented with respect to a particular query, featutes arc extracted from the document. The features currently used are the presence or absence of certain key words, and these features constitute evidence for the presence of concepts in the document. Using the features extracted from the document and the systern knowledge base, inference is performed to assess the impact of the evidence on the belief in the query concept. The documents ate sorted by belief and retrieved by a user-specified rule (e.g., retrieve the Permission to copy without fee all part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery.
To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/ or specific permission. Thus, concept-based methods view information retrieval primarily as a problem of evidential rcaaoning. However, while they c~n provide improved performance over more conventional te~hn;qnes, they do require large amounts of effort to acquire the concepts and their relationships. Our current reseaach attempts to address this weakness with the use of new probabilistic methods to represent, reason about, and learn the relationships between concepts. While probabilistic methods have been recognized as an important evidential reasoning technology with welldefined semantics (e.g., frequency, strength-of-belief) and solid theoretical foundations, they have often been passed over because of their computational complexity. Their use in information retrieval has been limited, although many authors have recognized the benefits of employing such techniques [2, 11, 14] .
The probabilistic network technology [7, 13] is a recent development which is computationally tractable. A probabilistic network is a graph of nodes and arcs where the nodes represent uncertain variables and the sacs represent relationships between the variables. ComputationaUy efficient algoritlwn, have been developed which perform inference. The technology has been applied to a wide variety of problems including medical diagnosis, machine vision, petroleum exploration, milltaxy situation assessment, and multitaxget tracking.. Some initial work has applied this technology to information retrieval in hypertext [3, 5] .
Because of the clcaa semantics behind probabilistic networks, it is possible to identify and quantify relationshlps between variables thaough experience (i.e., data). "CONSTRUCTOR [6] is a system for building pzolmbilistic networks from data. It serves as the primary mechanism for learning about the relationship between concepts.
In the following section of the paper, we discuss both probabilistic networks and the CONSTRUCTOR system in more detail, and then, in Section 3, we describe the PCIR architecture. In Sections 4 and 5, we present the results of two exploratory experiments that show how we might use these techniques for concept-based retrieval. We conclude, in Section 6, with some comments and conclusions on the utility of the ideas we have presented.
Component Technologies
The two major component technologies of PCIR axe probabilistic networks and CONSTRUCTOR.
Probabilistic Networks
Probabilistic networks is a technology for representing and reasoning with uncertain beliefs, and is based on the well-established theory of Bayesian probability. A successor to decision tree technology, probabilistic networks have been shown to be to be more understandable and computations/ly more tractable than the older technology. These advantages are achieved primarily through one innovation: the explicit representation of relevance relations between factors modeled in the network.
There are two major types of probabilistie networks, Bayesian networks which contain directed arcs and Markov networks which contain undirected arcs. Both types are used in PCIR. There are two types of nodes: state and evidence nodes. A state node represents a mutually exclus/ve and collectively exhaustive set of propositions about which there is uncertainty. A state node is represented graphically by a circle. For example, whether a document is or is not about terrorism may be Uncertain. To model this situation, the two propositions "this document is about terrorism" and "this document is not about terrorism" could be represented by a state node in a probabilistic network. An evidence node represents an observation and is represented graphically with a rectangle. For example, the observation that the word "bombing" is contained as a document may be represented as a evidence node in a probahilisti¢ network.
Relationships between nodes in probabilistic networks are indicated with arcs. In a Bayesian network, a node's relationship with its predecessors I is what is modeled in s probabilistie network. Each node conrains a probabilistic model of what is expected given every combination of predecessor values. For example, the predecessor of the shooting node in Figure 2 is the killing node. The probabilistie model for the shooting node is shown in Tsble 1. The model can be interpreted as saying that when the concept ~'n;ng is present in s document, the concept shooting will probably be in the document and that when the concept kming is not present in a document then the concept shooting will probably not be found in the document.
In a Markov network, relationships between nodes are also indicated with arcs but represented in a different way. Probabflistic models are associated with the cliques (i.e., m*Timally connected subset) of a network instead of individual nodes. of the networkmwhat arcs are placed between what nodes, and in what direction. The concept of relevance in a Bayesian network is related loosely with graph separation and can be illustrated by examination of Figure 2 . If it is known that the concept t411;,,g is present in a document, then the structure of the network implies that any other known information (e.g., the concept terrorism is present in the document) will be irrelevant to beliefs about whether the shooting is present in the document. This is because the node killing separates the node shooting from every other node in the graph. Similarly, if it is known that the concepts politician and terrorism are both present in a document then any other piece of known information is irrelevant to whether the coneept subject is present in the document. These reelevance relations are useful not only from s qus/itative point of view, but are also useful in reducing the amount of quantitative information needed and the amount of computa~onal resources needed in inference.
Useful inferences can be made siren a probabilistic network that represents s situation and evidence about the situation. For example, siren the network representing the tezrorism query and the evidence (i.e., extracted features) from s document, one can infer an updated belief that the document is about terrorism. Severs/ techniques are available for making inferences (i.e., reaching conclusions) from a network and evidence. Shachter [15] , Pearl [13] , and Lanritseu and Spiegelhs/ter [10] all describe approaches to inference with probsbilistic networks. Each approach has its advantases and disadvantages. For this work, we used the distributed algorithm The CONSTRUCTOR system [6] induces discrete, probabilistie models from data. These models contain s quantitative (i.e., probabilistic) characterisation of the data but, perhaps more importantly, also contain a qualitative structural description of the data. By qualitative structare we mean, loosely, the positive and negative causa/relationships between factors as well as the positive and negative coerelatire relationships between factors in the processes under analysis. CONSTRUCTOIL has as a primary focus the recovery of qualitative structures since structare not only determines which quantitative relationships are recovered, but also because such structure have been found to be coguitively stable [8] and thus ate valuable in explaining the real world processes under analysis.
The CONSTRUCTOR system is built upon techniques and research results from the fields of probabiKstic networks, artificial intelligence (AI), and statistics. The probabilistic network technologies are central to the CONSTRUCTOR system since they not only provide the representation language for CONSTItUCTOR results but, more importantly, provide the ¢onceptual impetus--the identification of conditions] inde-pendence relations--that drives the CONSTRUCTOR system.
From the field of AI we have made use of heuristic search methods. These methods provide the primary problem solving paradigm of CONSTRUCTOR and allow for a computationally efficient implementation. From classical statistics, we make use of the X 2 test for probabilistic independence and fxom the newer field of computer-intensive statistic.a] analysis [4] we make use of ¢roJs.validation to prevent ~overfitting" of models to data.
The CONSTRUCTOR algorithm works by finding the complete set of (graphical) neighbors for each feature in the data set. The neighbor relations for each feature can then be used to identify the structure of a belief network. The complete set of neighbors for a featare is called the Markov boundary. The neighbors are identifiable as the smallest set of featares such that all other features are conditionally independent of that fecatare given any fixed set of values for the feature's neighbors.
Network identification involves successively finding the neighbora of each attribute in the training set.
Despite these observations, managing the exponential proccu of finding neighbors is the primary challenge for the network identification task. Finding the ,458
Knowledge Acquisition Figure 3 : PCIR Architecture neighbors for every attribute in a tz~inlng set is an itezative search process based on finding the Murkov boundary for each attribute.
Architecture
The PCIR urchitecture is shown in Figure 3 . The mat jot difference between it and the generic architecture in Figure 1 is the addition of the knowledge acquisition component. The rest of this section will discuss the PCIR knowledge base, the inference component and the knowledge acqulsltion component.
Knowledge Base
Central to the ides of a concept-based approach to information retrieval is a knowledge base which contaius knowledge about relationships between concepts and features extractable fzom the document.
In the PCIR architecture, the knowi~ige base takes the form of a set of probsbilisti¢ networks and can be obtained directly from a user or from the knowledge acquisition component of PCIR. The knowledge base i eomdsts of concept networks and concept-ev/dence relatiouships. A concept network relates concepts to other concepts. A concept-evidence relationship ~efates a concept to s subset of the features that will be extracted.
For example, the terrorism concept network shown in Figure 2 contains 24 concepts and requiresthe specification of 47 quantitative parameters. Also included in the knowledge base are 61 ¢oncept-ev/dence reintiouships which require the specification of an additionai 64 parameters. The relationships encoded by both sets of parameters are intuitive and include:
• If the concept terrorism is in a document, it is almost twice as likely that the concept riolent act will be in the document compared with the case that the document does not contain the concept terrorism. • If the concept bombing is in a document, it is nine times us likely that the concept explosion will be in the document compared with the care that the document does not contain the concept bombing. • If the concept explosion is in a document, it is four times as likely that the word "explosion" will occur in the document compared with the case that the document does not contain the concept explosion.
In~rence
Given s document, a concept of interest and some decision criteria, the function of the inference component is to use the knowledge base ~eated by the knowledge acquisition component to ffi~st judge the likelihood that the document contains the concept of interest and secondly to use that likelihood and the decision criteria to make a decision about retrieval of the document. Figure 4 shows the functional flow for the inference component. The result of feature extraction is a set of feature values. These feature values ate instantinted as evidence nodes in the PCIR network and are attached to the appropriate state nodes (i.e., concepts) in the network. The likelihoods which ate required foe the evidence nodes ate derived from the concept-evidence relationships stored in the knowledge base.
The third step of the process is to perform pzobsbilistic inference on the modified network. Given s concept of interest, the inference process computes the posterior distribution (i.e., updated belief) of the concept given the evidence (i.e., feature values) in the network. Since the concept of interest can be any of concepts in the network, n singie network can serve to answer many queries.
The fourth step of the process is to apply the given decision criteria to the updated belief that the concept of interest is in the document. The decision criteria may be a simple threshold or may require comparison with the beliefs from other documents (e.g., best n).
The pzobabilistic networks technology provides a probabilistic, model-based approachto deriving the strength of belief that a document contains a patticulat concept. By probebilistic, we mean that the domain knowledge of relationships between concepts and evidence is represented in ptobabilistic terms (i.e., frequencies) and inference is performed with respect to the laws of probability. By model-based, we mean that the domain knowledge is represented as much as possible, in terms of behavioral models of cause and effect. For ~T*mple the arc between the nodes killing and ehooting in Figure 2 represents the belief that the presence of the concept Idl|i~g in a document will with some probabil/ty, "cause" the presence of the concept shooting.
A model-bnsed approach studs in contrast with an evidential-accrual approach, such as in RUBRIC [12, 16, 17] . The flow of reasoning in evidence-accrual approaches is directly from effect to cause (i.e., evidence to conclusions). Evidence is accrued to the fu'st level of conclusions which in turn act as evidence for the next higher layer of conclusions. In contrast, the flow of reasoning in model-based reasoning approaches can be viewed as a two pass process. In the frost pass, reasoning flows from cause to effect in order to set up expectations for the evidence. And in the second pass, these expectations are compared with the actual evidence, and the comparisons are transmitted back from the effects to the causes.
In applying belief networks to information retrieval, one major decision was requJredmwhat states should the nodes represent. We choose to follow RUBRIC by assigning two states to each node in a network, where the states represent that a concept is present or absent in a document. Given this choice of states the probability distributions of a network represent befiefs about how the presence of sets of concepts in a document "causes" or "correlates with" the presence of other concepts in the document. For exmnp]e, the model shown in Figure 2 shows that the presence of the concept terrorism in a document "causes," to some (probahllistic) degree, the inclusion of the concept terrorist actor to be in the document.
Knowledge Acquisition
While concept-based approaches such as RUBRIC are able to provide good results, the effort needed to acquite the knowledge bases needed by such approaches from experts requites substantial resources. PCIR provides an approach to reducing the effort needed for knowledge acquis/tion.
Given a set of documents, a set of features, and a set of concepts, the function of the knowledge acquisition component is to develop a knowledge base which establishes relationships between concepts and features. Figure 5 shows the functional flow for the knowledge acquisition component.
The user of PCIR mast provide the inputs to the knowledge acquisition component. The inputs are a set of documents, a set of features, and a set of concepts. The document set is a population of doe. uments which should be representative of the documents which will be faced in retrieval. The Reuters document collection used to generate the terrorism network contains 730 documents.
A Set of concepts must be identified. Usually the concepts are identified through association (by the user) to the concept on which it is anticipated most retrievals will be performed. For pY~mple, the concepts included to generate the terrorism network were associated with the concept terrorism.
Given these inputs, there ate two steps reqnired to create a CONSTRUCTOR data set: feature extraction and concept specification.
Feature extraction is exactly the same process as in the inference component and is performed for each document in the document set.
Concept specification is the most user-intens/ve process in the architecture. The user must specify for each document in the data set which of the concepts in the concept specification are contained in the document.
Appending the concept specification and the feature values for each document creates a data set which can be processed by CONSTRUCTOR. The data set conslats of an array of values. Each row represents the concepts and features present in a particular document. Each column represents a particular feature or concept.
The result of process/n 8 the data set through CON-STRUCTOR is a probabitistic network that can act as the knowledge base for the inference component.
If the user desires, a threshold decision criteria can be obtained for a particular concept of interest by passing each of the documents through the inference component of PCIR. A threshold can then be chosen by the user which provides for an appropriate tradeot~ between precision and recall.
Experiments
Two simple experiments were performed with the Reuters database. The ffizst experiment entailed buildin 8 n probabflistic network where both the str~cture of the network and the probability distributions were given by a "user" (the principal author). In the second experiment, a probabilistic network was built using the Reuters database as input to the knowledge acquisition component of PCIR.
"Hand-constructed" Network
A simple network was bullt, around the terrorism concept, using as a modes a RUBRIC concept tree built for terrorism. The network contains 23 concepts and was developed in s hierarchical fashion slmilar to the RUBRIC concept tree. The terroriam node was broken down into an actor performing s "violent act on some subject. Similarly, violent act was broken down into different types of violent sets etc.. This network required 47 independent probability assessments. Except for the prior distribution on the teerot/sin node which was set to the frequency of terrorist documents in the document set, the probabilities were assessed quulitative]y by the "user." A set of 61 features (i.e, words) were extracted from each document. Each of these features requires n concept-evidence relationship to be present in the knowledge base. (These relationships are not shown.) Each of the 61 words were assigned by the user to n single concept and probabilities were specified for the events that a word appears in s document given their assigned concept is present in a document.
Because of the difficulty of the knowledge acquisition task, several assumptions were made to reduce the number of parameters needed to be specified for this network. The assumptions included the hierarchical structure of the network as well ns a constant llke]ihood that a word does not appear given its nssigned concept does not appear in a document. The latter assumption effects the posterior probabilities so that they are not Unormulised." However the assumption does not effect the separation of the populations.
Using the concept-evidence relationships, evidence was attached to the probabilistic network in Figure  2 . The mean and standard deviation of the posterior pzobability for both documents about terrorism and documents not about terrorism is shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the posterior probability of documents about terrorism is significantly higher than for the documents not about terrorism.
The precision and recall results for n range of posslble thresholds are shown in Figure 6 . In the middle range both precision and recall are approximately 50%. While RUBRIC results are significantly better, much less effort was expended on this experiment and the results are competitive with conventional techniques.
The goal of the experiment was to assess the fensibi]/ty of using pzobabilistic networks as the evidentied reasoning mecbA-i~m in a concept-bnsed infozmation retrieval scheme. This experiment seems to suggest that this is feasible. Some effort was made to see if some parameter modification might easily improve performance. To this end the feature sets of relevant, untetrieved documents and irrelevant, retrieved documents were ~TAm;ned. While several modifications where made, no s/gnificant performance improvements were found. This points out the difliculty of knowledge acquis/tion from experts, not only in the in/tial acquisition stage but also in the knowledge base tuning stage.
Using CONSTRUCTOR
For this experiment, each of the 730 Reuters documents was tagged according to whether or not the document waS "about" terrorism. Decisions about the relevancy of each document to the terrorism concept were made by a independent palz of readera. A total of 50 documents were judged to contain the concept terrorism and the other 680 were judged not to contain the concept terrorism. A set of 82 words was selected aS the feature set. The presence or absence of each of the 82 words was determined for each document in the document set. In addition, 18 concepts were chosen as being possibly relevant to the concept of terrorism. The concepts are shown in Table 3 . The two readers were also asked to indicate which of the 18 different concepts were relevant to CONSTRUCTOR WaS ~st run with a data set made up of the 18 concepts plus the terrorism concept. The resulting Marker network is shown in Figure 7 .
Nodes for which there is not s path to the clau node (i.e., terrorism) are not shown. Many of the arcs have intuitive interpretations which are supported by the underlying probability distributions found in the data.
• "A bombing causes an explosion."
• "A shooting is a violent act 3 • "A ~11;,$ is a v/olent act."
• ``A terrorist event is present if two or more of the concepts bombing, named terrorist, Ir;ll;ng or kidnapping is present except for the combination named terrorist and ¥;II;,g."
The concept-evidence rdationships were derived for each of 8 concepts in the network, by Tnnnin S CON-STRUCTOR on s data set which included one of the concepts and the words associated with the concepts. Given these results, the knowledge base was comp]ete.
To test the network's performance, each of the 730 documents was processed by the inference component of PCIR using the CONSTRUCTOR-derived knowledge base. The mean and standard deviation of the posteriot probability for both documents about terrorism and documents not about tertorlsm is shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the posterior probability of documents about terrorism is significant]y higher than for the documents not about terrorism and that separation of the populations is well-defined.
The precision and recall results for a range of possible thresholds are shown in Figure S . In the middle range both precision and recall are in ~he 70% to 80% range. As this was the first application of CONSTRUCTOR to real data, the robustness and intuitiveness of the relationships and the performance of the resulting network provided experimental evidence that the CON-STRUCTOR upproach has merit.
Muny of the relutiouskips that were found ate quite robust and had glmi|at structures. Consider Table  5 , and Table 6 as examples. In both these tables, the relations between the nodes can be interpreted as noisy if-then statements:
• "If the concept bombing is not in a document, then the concept explosion will not be in the document" • "If the concept terrorism is not in s document, then the concept terrorist will not be in the document"
On the other hand, the contrspos/tive versions of these statements which ate perhaps more intuitive, ate not true. It is not true that:
• "If the concept bombing is in s document, then the concept explosion will be in the document" or • "If the concept terrorism is in a document, then the concept terrorist will be in the document" While many of the structural relationships and thek correspondin 8 quantitative relutiouships in the network ate intuitive, there ate some compl/cated relationships present in the network which ate quite subtle. For *v*mple, comdder the relationship between the concept t.ln;,g and the concept terror-ism. Whereas the other neighbors of terrorism (i.e., bombing, kidnap, sad named-terrorist) have strong, uncomplicated relationships with terrorism, the concept ~11;ng seems to have a relatively small effect by itself but seems to act as a magnifier of the positive influence of the other neighbors. This can be seen in T~ble 7 and was borne out when the frequencies of these events were examined in the raw data. Such subtle relationships may be the cause of the CONSTRUCTOR network's improved performance over the "hand-constructed" network and it is euy to imagine that such relationships would take much effort to find manually.
Conclusions
We believe that the experiments/ results presented above provide positive evidence that the PCIR architecture design is feasible. The choice of probabilistic networks for the knowledge base representation provides for an intuitive and well-defined se. mantles for acquiring knowledge either from an expert or automatically. The first experiment shows that reasonable performance can be obtained through use of probsbilistic networks us the evidential teasoning mechanism for concept-based information retrievnl. The second experiment reinforces this conc]nsion while also showing that partially automating the knowledge acquisition task is possible.
The central hypothesis of concept-based methods for information retrieval is that the representation of, and reasoning about, unobservable concepts is effective both from an organintionnl and from a computationnl point of view. We feel that a secondary conttibutien of this work is positive evidence for this hypothesis. All the evidence stems from the assumption that the CoNsTRucTolt-induced network is close to being correct and the fact that the network is sparse (Le., has few ares). Out of the 153 possible ares between the 18 concept nodes of the graph, only 12 of the arcs are instantinted. In addition, there are the 82 connections to the 82 evidence (e.9., felLtare) nodes. In contrast, consider the situation if all the concept nodes except the terror~m node were removed from the graph by probabilistic manipulation. The resulting ~aph would be extremely dense. This would correspond to the situation of deriving probabilistic relations between terrorism and the features directly.
Three advantages for concept-based methods can be seen from this analysis. First, concepts orgauise information into a small number of manageable concept-to-concept and concept-to-feature relations. This makes both manuel and automatic knowledge acquisition easier. Secondly, concepts reduce the computations] complexity of inference. Probabilistic inference is inherently easier in sparse networks than in dense networks. Thirdly, concepts make the automatic knowledge acquisition problem tractable by dramatically reducing the sampling problem. The probability tables of dense networks are exponentially larger than the probability tables for sparse networks. Dense networks will therefore spread the examples in the training set over a much larger space. Undersampiing can be a serious problem in such situations. On the other hand, sparse networks do not suffer from such problems.
As a secondary point, we feel that not only are concepts useful computationally, but the robustness of the relationships between concepts seen in the CONSTRUCTOR-induced network provides strong evideace for the psychological intuition that these concepts are cogultively signLficant in people's thought processes.
The most visible drawback of this research is the amount of work needed by a user to identify what concepts are present for each document in a large document set. However, we thln]r a scenario in which a user incrementally performed this is certainly feasible. Also, if the concepts of interest are not in a special domuin, this work can be done by relatively untrained people. A research goal is to identify concepts automatically by clustering.
We th{nlr that the results are promising and intend to pursue further research in this direction. Further experimentation with the Reuters document set and the terrorism query is planned. Another area of research is experimentation with di~erent document sets, different features, and different concepts. The CON-STRUCTOa algorithm itself is new and evolving. Iraprovements to the algorithm could be the source of important improvements to PCIR.
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